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OASIS Background!

!
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!
•  Large set of onboard science capabilities!
• Objectives!

–  Identify and respond to science opportunities!
– Data prioritization for downlink!

•  Approach!
– Data segmentation and feature extraction                                                     

(e.g., rock detection, sky detection)!
– Science Data Analysis!

•  Prioritize targets and/or images!
•  Summarize data!

– Automated Planning and Scheduling!
•  Adjust rover activities to collect                                               

new data!
•  Maintain rover resource and operation constraints!

!

Onboard Autonomous Science Investigation System!
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Benefits of Onboard Science!

!
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•  Opportunistic Science!
•  Maximize end of day science!
•  Novelty/discovery!
•  Data prioritization for downlink!
•  Data summarization!
•  Monitoring for rare dynamic events!

Spirit Sol 543 (July 13, 2005)!
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AEGIS Overview!

Motivation!
Geologic targets for rover remote-sensing instruments are 
selected manually by operations teams using imagery that 
has been transmitted back to Earth.  Due to the high time 
and bandwidth cost of this approach, important science 
opportunities are lost.!
!

Autonomous Exploration for Gathering Increased Science !
–  Provides automated science data collection for planetary rovers.!
–  Allows rover FSW to analyze imagery onboard.!
–  Enables rover FSW to autonomously select and sequence targeted follow-

up science observations in an opportunistic fashion.!

!
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AEGIS is in regular use onboard the MER Opportunity Rover!
(since December 2009)!
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AEGIS Process!
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Albedo / Reflectance!
–  Mean!
–  Variance!
–  Skew!
–  Kurtosis!

Size!
–  Inscribed circle radius!
–  Number of pixels!

Shape!
–  Eccentricity!
–  Ellipse fit error!
– Angularity!
– Ruggedness! Rounded! Angular!

Light! Dark!

!
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Rock Image Properties!
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AEGIS Surface Checkout Sol 2172!
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AEGIS Surface Checkout Sol 2172!
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AEGIS Surface Checkout Sol 2172!
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One-quarter subframe field of view, taken with the left camera of 
the stereo Pancam through filters admitting wavelengths of 750 
nanometers, 530 nanometers and 430 nanometers. The false 
color makes some differences between materials easier to see.!
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Engineering AEGIS!
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AEGIS Development Challenges!

•  A full FSW update was not possible; the time and resource 
costs, particularly for testing, were the main drivers.!
–  The MER Project did not have the resources to support full FSW 

regression and system testing.!
–  The JPL MER Surface System Testbed (SSTB) was a shared and limited 

resource, with several competing interests, e.g.: MSL reconfiguration, 
resurfacing, and Spirit extraction testing.!

•  AEGIS would need to run in a reasonable amount of time 
(on a 20 MIPS RAD6K) without interfering with other FSW 
tasks, and use no more than 4 MB of memory!
–  our rock detection algorithm alone (un-optimized) used 64 MB of memory.!

!
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AEGIS Software Update Strategy!

•  We developed AEGIS as a standalone loadable object 
module (.o), stored in onboard Flash.!

•  AEGIS is loaded into RAM only when needed.!
•  A PTY script (i.e. commands executed at a pseudo-

vxWorks terminal) patches FSW (in RAM) to co-opt a pre-
existing sequence engine command to run AEGIS instead 
(next slides).!

•  Should AEGIS cause a (major) software error, fault-
protection reboots the rover, removing the call to AEGIS 
from the RAM FSW image.!
–  NOTE: This has never happened!!

!
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This design dramatically reduced the risk, and the number 
and type of tests required, compared to a full FSW update.!

Thanks to Mark Maimone and Jeff Biesiadecki for suggesting the PTY/.o approach!
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AEGIS Sequence Commands!

MER FSW R9.2 (2006) included the WATCH onboard 
autonomous dust-devil detection algorithm.  WATCH 
analyzes sequences of Navcam images and downlinks only 
those images containing dust-devil motion.!

!
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First Dust Devil Autonomously 
Detected; Spirit, Sol 1147.!

zoom!

Steve Chien, Rebecca Castano, Benjamin Bornstein,  
Alex Fukunaga, Andres Castano, Jeffrey Biesiadecki
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AEGIS Sequence Commands!

The MER WATCH Dust-Devil Detector!
ü Analyzes Navcam images!
ü Is situated in the rover mobility task, which is prioritized to 

allow potentially long-running image analyses without 
jeopardizing rover FSW health and safety tasks.!

ü Returns algorithm processing statistics and up to 10 dust-
devil detections (bounding-boxes) in its telemetry.!

ü Exposes almost three dozen algorithm tuning parameters 
via its sequence command.!

✘  Is monocular (has no stereo imaging capability).!
✘  Has no ability to move the rover.!

!
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WATCH provides a nearly ideal interface for AEGIS.!
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Leveraging Existing Technology!

•  MER FSW R9.2 also included a Visual Target Tracking 
(VTT) capability.!

•  In the AEGIS use case:!
1.  VTT is given a 2D pixel location (by AEGIS) as a seed point.!
2.  VTT then acquires a stereo image pair and uses it to compute a 3D 

location for the 2D pixel seed.!
3.  VTT then centers the Navcam on the 3D location!
4.  Finally, VTT populates sequence-level variables with its status and a 

distance from the rover to the 3D location.!

•  AEGIS seeds VTT and terminates.!
•  All mast motion is handled via VTT onboard sequences.!

!
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Thanks to Won Kim for helping us adapt his VTT technology for use with AEGIS.!
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Leveraging Existing Technology!

•  Upon successful completion, VTT has:!
–  Centered the Navcam field-of-view on the targetʼs 3D location.!
–  Stored the distance to the targetʼs 3D location in a sequence variable.!

•  Since all rover (mast) geometries are known and fixed, the 
Pancam or any other mast instrument (e.g. Mini-TES) 
field-of-view can be centered on the target, using a set of 
sequence conditionals:!

!
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Delegation to existing MER commands for stereo and mast 
motion further reduces risk and the level of testing required.!

Thanks to Won Kim for helping us adapt his VTT technology for use with AEGIS.!

IF distance < 3.0 THEN!
  change mast azimuth and/or elevation by some amount.!
ELSE IF distance < 3.5 THEN!
  change mast az/el by some other amount.!
ELSE IF …!
  etc.!
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AEGIS Performance!

•  Like WATCH, AEGIS is situated in the rover mobility task, 
which is prioritized to allow potentially long-running image 
analyses without jeopardizing rover FSW health and safety 
tasks.!

•  We optimized the AEGIS rock detection algorithm from 64 
MB to 4 MB.!
–  Convert doubles to floats!
–  Operate on image in-place as much as possible!
–  Use bit-level data structures to represent binary mask images and perform 

morphology operations!

!
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AEGIS must run on a 20 MIPS RAD6K in under 4 MB RAM. !

AEGIS runs in 15–20 minutes and uses 4 MB RAM on MER.!
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AEGIS Performance!

•  However, the mobility task priority can interfere with rover 
communications tasks.!

•  Moreover, an average runtime is not the same as an 
absolute termination guarantee, required for tactical 
operations planning.!

•  After extensive code profiling, we instrumented AEGIS 
with both duration and absolute time-of-day limits.!

!
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AEGIS must run on a 20 MIPS RAD6K in under 4 MB RAM. !

AEGIS runs in 15–20 minutes and uses 4 MB RAM on MER.!
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AEGIS MER FSW Integration!

!
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Details, Details, Details!
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Some (Fun) Nitty-Gritty Details!

AEGIS Parameters!
•  Dust-devil WATCH algorithm parameters each have a 

specific type (e.g. boolean, integer, decimal, enumeration) 
and range of legal values.!

•  Since these parameters could not be changed, we 
mapped AEGIS parameters onto existing WATCH 
parameters.!

•  In some cases, this led to some non-intuitive translations, 
e.g. a threshold parameter [0 1000] was assigned to a 
decimal number in the range [0 1].!

•  This required us to write and deliver MER parameter 
sequence translation tools for AEGIS.!

!
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Some (Fun) Nitty-Gritty Details!

EVent Records (EVRs)!
•  EVRs are rover status messages; imagine time-stamped 
printfs(), but with an integer key instead of a string.!

•  AEGIS could not create new EVR messages nor modify 
WATCH EVRs.  Luckily some WATCH EVRs use many 
parameters (e.g. to report image processing statistics):!

•  We layered our own AEGIS-specific EVR system on top of 
WATCH EVRs; this required us to write and deliver MER 
EVR ground translation tools.! !
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    WATCH: min=3, max=247!

Maps to AEGIS 
EVR ID!

Maps to AEGIS EVR 
Parameter!
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Some (Fun) Nitty-Gritty Details!

AEGIS “Secret Password”!
•  For arcane historical reasons, the WATCH memory pool is 

allocated all-at-once, while AEGIS uses a distinct rover 
mobility module memory manager.!

•  This allowed us to develop an AEGIS/WATCH sequence 
parameter protection mechanism.!
–  Since AEGIS does not need to use the WATCH memory pool, AEGIS 

sequences allocate the WATCH memory pool to be one word in size.!
–  If WATCH encounters a one word pool, it refuses to run.!
–  AEGIS runs only when this pool is exactly one byte in size.!

•  This ensures WATCH and AEGIS sequences are not 
(accidentally) interchangeable.!

!
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AEGIS Code and Testing!
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AEGIS Code Review!

•  AEGIS is 7968 SLOC (C).!

•  We conducted regular static analysis using Coverity 
PreventTM.!

•  We conducted three formal code reviews:!
–  Internal AEGIS Team!
–  Fellow JPL AI/machine-learning developers not members of AEGIS Team!
–  MER Team (Khaled Ali and Tam Nguyen)! !
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albedo/            <- [  72 SLOC] Albedo feature!
common/            <- [1897 SLOC] Common utility routines!
ellipse2D/         <- [ 212 SLOC] Ellipse fit (shape) features!
inscribed_circle/  <- [  76 SLOC] Inscribed circle of target!
rockster/          <- [3618 SLOC] Target/rock detector!
ruggedness/        <- [  89 SLOC] Ruggedness (shape) feature!
target-watch/      <- [2004 SLOC] AEGIS WATCH main entry point!
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 AEGIS Testing!

•  Unit Tests!
–  348 unit tests (unfortunately no formal coverage statistics)!
–  Used light-weight CuTest Framework!

•  Regression Tests!
–  Via custom Python program!
–  246 MER Navigation Camera images drawn from both rovers; all Sols, 

covering classes of terrain types: dunes, cobbles, outcrop, etc.!
–  Ran on Linux, vxWorks, and MER Avionics Simulator (AVSIM)!

•  Continual Integration and Testing via a Knightly Build!

!
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From: "Thompson, David R (388E)" <david.r.thompson@jpl.nasa.gov>!
Date: February 7, 2009 1:01:23 AM PST!
To: "aegis-dev@list.jpl.nasa.gov" <aegis-dev@list.jpl.nasa.gov>!
Subject: [aegis-dev] Hark my leige! An error foul I've found!!
Reply-To: "aegis-dev@list.jpl.nasa.gov" <aegis-dev@list.jpl.nasa.gov>!
!
In my nightly vigil I've caught sight!
of bugs my duty calls me to recite:!
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 AEGIS Testing!

–  Tests conducted at this level were 
of the highest possible fidelity.!

–  Tests were driven by onboard 
sequences similar to those used 
daily by the MER tactical 
operations teams.!

–  This is also when we developed 
our initial Martian surface 
checkout sequences.!

–  We tested a variety of situations 
including: nominal operations, off-
nominal parameters, reduced 
memory availability, stress tests, 
and multiple types of preempted 
and interrupted operations.!

!
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System Tests (February – April 2009)!
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AEGIS and MER Operations!

•  Telemetry data product viewers!
•  Ground sequencing / parameter translation tools!
•  EVR translation tools!
•  Sequence validation!
•  Flight rules!
•  Operations procedures and checklists!
•  Tactical Team and Pancam Uplink Lead (PUL) Training!
•  General Education!
•  Marketing!
•  Support!

–  AEGIS Team members are always on-call.!

!
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Lessons Learned!

•  New technology infusion requires eternal vigilance.!
•  A deep knowledge of the project or mission is essential!

–  Tara Estlin also works as a MER Rover Planner.!
–  Dan Gaines worked as a MER TAP/SIE, TUL, and Mission Manager; heʼs 

now on the MSL FSW team.!
–  Ben Bornstein shadowed Navcam PULs and helped infuse the WATCH 

dust-devil detector into MER and has supported it ever since.!

•  New technology adoption can be a fickle business.!
–  The best way to address this is to plant yourself in the room every time 

your technology is used; at least for the first few months or years.!

•  New technology acceptance and infusion is still much 
easier in extended missions than in prime missions.!

•  Work with operations and science teams early and 
continuously in the development cycle.!

!
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Lessons Learned!

•  Do not underestimate the value of running on real 
hardware.  Demonstrate this often.!

•  Education and marketing never end.!

You can never have too many tests, too many code 
reviews, or too many static analysis runs.!

!
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